In this paper we relate the completion introduced in ] with the double dual, proving that if M is a a-finitely generated R-module, then both notions coincide. In the case of a complete ring we prove a structure theorem for reflexive modules and as a subproduct we obtain that every reflexive module is complete.
Introduction
In [S] , using torsiontheoretic techniques, we developed a new construction of the algebraic completion of rings and modules in the following way: let R be a commutative ring and (T I z torsion theories in R-mod such that R is c-noetherian. 
(M) = c,,,(M) = {m E M:
there exists s E N such that dm = 0}, respectively, for any R-module M, see [14] . Another interesting example is the I-adic completion on a noetherian ring R with respect to an ideal I, in which we take c = 0 and z = rsI. Another example is provided by the canonical torsion theory in a Krull domain. Let us give a detailed exposition of this example. Let R be a Krull domain and Spec"'(R) the set of all prime ideals p with ht(p) I 1, then Spec"'(R) is a generically closed subset of Spec(R) and it determines a torsion theory in R-mod. This torsion theory is described in Cl.5, Section X111.51. Let us represent it by 0, then crl is the usual torsion theory in a domain, i.e., Q'() = (rn E M: 3 0 # Q < R, am = 03. In addition, CJ is a stable torsion theory and R is a-noetherian. The (0, a')-completion of a Krull domain R is then studied and it can be related with the double dual as it was used in [2, 9] . See [6] for a description of completion and duality in this context.
From a categorical point of view the (a, r)-completion defines a left exact covariant functor (-)(""': R-mod -+ R-mod. Moreover,
induced by the family of all canonical homomorphisms
defines a natural transformation from the identity functor in R-mod to (-)(",'). This natural transformation allows us to introduce new tools. An R-module M is called (a, t)-Hiausdocflif the homomorphism c'.~ is a monomorphism. The class of all (a, r)-Hausdorff R-modules turns out to be the smallest torsionfree class in R-mod containing .Fgn.TZ. Let us call x the torsion theory defined by this class, then K = (CJ: z), i.e., it coincides with the pseudocomplement of z relative to CJ as it was introduced in [lo] . Actually, this concept becomes a very important tool in the study of the (0, r)-completion functor behaviour. The aim of this paper is to describe those (0, r)-complete rings and modules giving a structural result in terms of simpler modules. To reach this objective we study in Section 2 the (u, z)-dual functor generalizing the results given in [6] , where the authors studied stable torsion theories and the particular case in which T = ol. Section 3 is dedicated to the similarities between ((T, z)-complete and (g, z)-reflexive modules, proving that if M is a o-finitely generated R-module, then the (CJ, z)-completion and the double (a, z)-dual coincide. This generalizes the classical result of Matlis, see [ 12, Theorem 3.71. The class of all (0, x)-reflexive R-modules is closed under taking (group) extensions, see Lemma 3.4. In order to study the structure of this class, we assume R to be (a, z)-complete, i.e., (a, t)-reflexive. The rings in this class are characterized by the fact that every a-finitely generated R-module is (0. r)-reflexive. Another example of (a, r)-reflexive R-modules is provided by the a-artinian R-modules. These two classes of (a, r)-reflexive R-modules are enough to describe any (a, z)-reflexive R-module as Theorem 4.10 proves. This generalizes the well-known result of Enochs [S, Proposition 1.31, and allows to get that every (a, r)-reflexive R-module is (a, z)-complete according with the paper of Belshoff [3] .
Throughout, we will assume the reader to be familiar with the fundamentals of abstract localization theory, such as they are expounded in [7, 10, 151 , for example. However, for the reader's convenience, we will briefly collect in the next section the most important results about the (rr, z)-completion and related topics. -?,, = (n/l E R-mod: Asqr(M) C_ 3(n)) :
Preliminaries and background
Also, for a non-zero cT-torsionfree R-module M. it happens 0 # Ass(M) = Asss(M). For these and other properties related to Ass,. we refer to [7] . We proceed now to recall some results from [S. 111. Given 0 I T. we denote by K = (0: t) the pseudocomplement of r relative to (T as it is defined in [lo] . It is known that .& is the smaller torsionfree class containing .FO n .c.
Proof. Let

Theorem. Let M he UM R-module. Then thefbllo~vhg msertions
crrr trur.
(
(2) There e.uist.s LI unique nlorzonzorplzisn~
In order to obtain additional information of the (0, r)-completion and its related features, we consider the nice case in which T satisfies (T 5 T I CT'. where g' denotes the ,fivs~ .&r/eton of 0 as it was described in 171. With these hypothesis, it is possible to given an elegant description to the (a. s)-completion of any o-finitely generated R-module.
As a consequence, WC have:
Let (T be an arbitrary torsion theory in R-mod and M be an R-module. We say that M is o+nitc/~. prcserlterl if thcrc exists a finite11 presented R-module F and a Oisomorphism
We arc interested mainly in the case of cT-noethcrian rings and o-finitely generated R-modules, so we will see what relationship exists between these two notions. The next result is well known. we include it here for completeness.
Let M be an R-module. WC say that 111 is rr-trrtininn if the lattice of all a-pure submodules of h satisfies the descending chain condition (remember that N c M is a 0-pcrr~ .suhnzodu/c of M if nl.N is ri--torsionfrcc).
One of the equivalent definitions of cr-artinian R-module in the following: M is o-artinian if, and only if. any homomorphic image of M is a-cofinitely generated [ 10. 21. I]. In particular. M is itself ;I rr-cofinitcly generated R-module. An R-module M is a-cc$nife/~ ~~rlrnrr~rfcd if for any set (N,: i E .A I of o-pure submodules of M such that fl (Ni: i E A ) = CT(M), there exists a finite subset I-G il such that n (Ni: iE I-) = a(iZ4).
Using [lo, 18. 31 WC obtain that there exists an essential submodule of M of the form @i.'_ , M; where each Mi is a rr-cocritical R-module. So, E(h4) = E(@:(= 1 Mi). We refer to [4] for the main properties of the o-socle.
Duality
Throughout this paper R will be a commutative ring, (T a torsion theory in R-mod such that R is a o-noetherian ring, and t another torsion theory in R-mod satisfying the condition (T I 5 I CI'.
For any R-module n/r. we define the (g, T)-dud of M as
where E is the direct sum of the injective envelopes of all quotients Rip, with p E .Y'(cr)n Y (T). The choice of E is a consequence of the following result.
Proof. We call x(E) the torsion theory cogencrated by E. If p E X'(o)n%(t), then R/p c E(RIIp) G E and so p E .%"(x(E)) and that means x(E) I K. On the other hand, if we take q E Spec(R)',.W'(/;i) then HomR(R.'q, E(R'p)) = 0 for each p E X(a)nY(t) and therefore Hom,(R/q, E) = 0. Thus we have q E 2(x(&)). This finishes the proof. 0
Let us now study some other results about the ((T, r)-dual. M*, and double ((T, t)-dual, M**, of an R-module M.
Proof. To prove the first isomorphism.
we consider the short exact sequence
Since E is injective, the functor Hom,<(--. E) is exact. Moreover,
and E is r;-torsionfree. where M is k--torsionfrec. Since Q,(M):!!4 is r;-torsion. the proof follows straightway. (1) (Q&(M))** z M** 2 Q,(M**).
(2) It is e.uact, coravirrnt
~1~7~1 ranishity or7 k'-torsion
R-modules.
(3) R"" r R'",".
Proof.
(1) The first isomorphism is a consequence of Lemma 2.2 and the second one can be proved applying Lemma 1.3 to the module M*.
(2) For any R-module E the functor (-) ** = Hom,(HomR(P, E), E) is always covariant and left exact. When E is an illjective R-module then (-)** is exact. Moreover, since E is ri-torsionfree the double dual vanishes on r;-torsion modules. In particular, in the case z = CJI we have ti = 0 (see [S] ), hence o(M) = Ker (nM : M -+ M**), and (-)** vanishes only on o-torsion R-modules.
Complete and reflexive modules
The aim of this section is to relate the (a, z)-completion, M(".'), and the double
If we study first the particular case of a local noetherian ring (R,nt) with the aforementioned torsion theories 0 and CJ,,,, it is well known that the completion of a finitely generated R-module M is naturally isomorphic to the double dual, where in this case the dual is defined as M* = HomR(M, E(R/m)). This particular case can be extended, in the following way, to the more general setting of (0, z)-completion.
Let 0,~ and E be as in Section 2. Proof. If M is a o-finitely generated R-module, then there exists a o-isomorphism f: F -+ M with F a finitely presented R-module. Hence there exists an isomorphism
Hom,(F, E) g HomR(M, E).
Since F is finitely presented, there exists an isomorphism
Hom,(E, E) OR F z Hom,(HomR(F, E), E).
To finish the proof we only need to compose the above isomorphisms in the following where YM is a monomorphism. In the same way, for the double (CJ. z)-dual, we have a similar commutative diagram:
M -
Q,(M)
with vM a monomorphism. We define M to be (a, z)-complete if the homomorphism YM is an isomorphism, and M to be (0, r)-reflexive if the canonical monomorphism vM: QK(M) + M** is an isomorphism.
3.2.
Remark. It follows from the above definitions and Theorem 3.1 that a o-finitely generated R-module is (a, z)-reflexive if, and only if, it is (a, z)-complete.
Next, we proceed showing properties and similarities between (0, z)-complete and (a, z)-reflexive modules. 
Lemma. Let M be a (0, s)-complete R-module, then every submodule of M is (a, T)-complete.
Proof. Let us assume that YM : Q,(M) E M (".T) and let N c
O-N (asI) > MC".') -(M/N) (0% i)
Since every vertical map is monomorphism, then an elementary diagram-chase proves that YN is an isomorphism. 0
This results can be proved and even extended for ((T, r)-reflexive R-modules.
3.4. Lemma. In CI short esuct sequence
O+N-+M-MIN-tO
Proof. The necessary condition is similar to Lemma 3.3, but using the exactness of the double dual functor (-)**. Conversely, we suppose, at the moment, M to be xtorsionfree and aufter that we will study the general case. 
and Lemma 2.2. 0
It seems that it is interesting to know the structure of the (cr, r)-reflexive R-modules. Later we will come back to study this under additional properties of the ring R. The functor (()** can be considered from (R, a)-mod to End(E)-mod, i.e., to the category of R@."') -mod, see [IS] . At the actual state of the problem we solve partially this question determining the images of those o-finitely generated objects of (R, a)-mod; these are exactly the finitely generated R"'."" -modules. In general, is difficult, without any other properties on R, to give a complete description of the full image of (-)**. Let us now prove this remark. Let A4 be a o-finitely generated a-closed R-module, then, by Lemma 1.5, there exists a o-isomorphism from a finitely generated free R-module F to M, let f: F -+ M, then we have an isomorphism .f'** : F** + M"*. finally it is easy to see that F** is a finitely generated free R(".""-module.
Reflexive modules on complete rings
As we promised before, we now go deep into the structure of (0, t)-reflexive R-modules. The stronger results can be obtained putting to the ring R to be (0, z)-complete, i.e., (g, r)-reflexive from Theorem 3.1. We start with a general result which is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.4.
Theorem. Let R be a cr-noethcvYnn ring, then R is (cr, z)-complete if and only if, every o-jinitrly generated nzodulr is (a, r)-wfle.xicr.
The second result in the study of (a. r)-complete rings focuses in the local behaviour of completeness.
Proposition. Let R he u (0. t)-complete ring. For each p E X(cr) n T(T) thr ring R,, is a completr locul noethrrian riwg.
Proof. We will prove that R, 2 
R('T.T) r n (ff,,: p E .X(CT)A~(T);.
Thus R'".T' is a submodule of R("."') --Q,(R). Now we can observe that r~ I K = (a: o) and therefore there exist the following relations:
r)) i Qh-(Q,(R)) = Q,,(QK(R)) = QpAR).
But the inclusion Q%(R) I R(".r' is always true, so we have R"'.') = QK(R) and hence R is (a, r)-complete. 0
Although at this point one could think about the local character of the completion, we will postpone this study until Proposition 4.8. We are now ready to study the structure of (0. x)-reflexive R-modules. First we give some examples of (0, t)-reflexive R-modules.
Lemma. Let R he CI (0, T)-complete ring. For each by E .f(a)nY(z) the R-module E( R/p) is (cr, s)-rqfle.uive.
Proof. We proceed to calculate (E(R,ip))**.
Since E(R/p) is gK ,-torsion for $1 # q E .%"(a)nY(~).
by Proposition 4.2, we have isomorphisms
Hom,(E(R/p). E) E HomK(E(R/p), E(R/p)) 2 l?, z R,.
From [13, Corollaire 3.101 there are the following isomorphisms:
Hom,(R,, E) z Hom,(R,,
E(R/p)) z Hom,p(R,, E(R!p)) 2 E(R/p).
Then we obtain the result. 0
In an easy way we may enlarge the class of (a, T)-reflexive R-modules.
Corollary. Euch o-artinim module M is u (a, r)-rqjlesice module.
Proof. 
